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Today's data communications networks are carrying more different types of traffic than
ever before: interactive data, file transfer, image traffic, even digitized voice. The recent
popularization of data communications networks which provide these diverse types of
services has introduced a myriad of new networking problems for study. The mixed
traffic types found on such networks and their typical concatenated structure stretch the
limits of conventional queueing theory. The accurate characterization of traffic on
networks of these types is imperative for the improvement of performance monitoring
and analysis techniques.
As network owners continually add to the services provided and the number of or types
of users, the performance of their networks becomes more difficult to predict. The
analysis of network performance under high traffic or under very bursty , low aggregate
traffic conditions requires the accurate characterization of such traffic. Simple Poisson
arrival assumptions are no longer adequate for the description of network traffic; more
sophisticated arrival models are required.
This paper describes a study which has been done to improve the understanding of the
impact of differing traffic types on network performance. Traffic data have been sampled
from a working wide area network, the CoNCert network, a sub net of the DARPA
Internet, and this measured data has been used to establish and verify modeling
techniques for traffic of combined types. New models for arrival processes are
presented, together with results of busy hour, packet length, control versus data and
other measured characteristics of the CoNCert network.
The results of this study have applicability to a wide range of areas including, but not
limited to, performance monitoring of traffic as well as bit error data for ISDN , SON ET,
and other advanced communications networks, design of concatenated networks,
development of new network provisioning techniques, buffer allocation, congestion
control, routing, and the development of new networking protocols.

1 0 Introduction
The accurate prediction of traffic behavior in a data
communications network is imperative if networks
are to be designed which can perform satisfactorily
for a minimum of capital expenditure. Clearly, If a
network is over designed, unnecessary costs may
be incurred, while if the same network is under
designed, capital costs may be increased by
delayed upgrade and congestion [COLE88].
The model for traffic arrival processes has long
been the Poisson process, which has the benefit of
being mathematically tractable [FUCH70]. For
telephone traffic, the Poisson model represents an

adequate description of equilibrium traffic [RIOR51].
Data traffic, however, is known to follow an arrival
process which is much more bursty than that of
standard circuit switched voice traffic [PAWL88].
Most of the measurement results available in the
literature support the burstiness of data traffic but
haye been taken at relatively low speeds (up to 9.6
kblts per second) for today's, and more importantly
for tomorrow's, networking capabilities. In addition,
most previous work has failed to characterize a
particular interarrival distribution for data traffic.
This is significant, because we know that network
performance depends heavily on the form of the
interarrival distribution, rather than just its moments
[BUX79].
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The acquisition of accurate arrival information has
taken on added importance with the recent
proliferation of work in the areas of broadband
ISDN and ATM switching. Most papers on these
topics in the literature today acknowledge that a
bursty model for traffic is imperative, but many
assorted models are used. Markov modulated
Poisson processes, on-off sources with constant
arrivals, interrupted Poisson processes, and semiMarkov processes are all discussed and used in
assorted applications [ARVI90, HEFF86, HEIM90,
LAZA90, MURA90, ROSS88). A good model with
theoretical and experimental support is needed.
This paper describes the results of measurements
made on a working wide area network in real time
with real sources. The speed of the network at the
collection points is 10 Mbits per second, so the
results are valid for higher speeds than much of the
data previously published. In addition, over the
measurement period, the arrival of every packet is
recorded, as are packet lengths and contents.
Interarrival distributions are derived from real time
measurements of an actual working network. Also
included are summaries of packet size
distributions, busy hour data, and utilizations
associated with the collected data.
2.0 Previous Measurement Results
One of the difficulties with making use of available
results in today's network design is that what was
once thought of as "high speed" is no longer so.
Measurements were most often made at 9.6 kbps
or lower. The highest rate of recorded measured
data prior to this year is 2.94 Mbps [SHOC80).
Recently, some higher speed measurements have
been published [HEIM90, LELA90).
We wish to establish a model for data which will be
applicable to networks operating at 10' s of
megabits and perhaps higher.
Whether the
behavior of the data will remain the same at higher
speeds or not is also of interest.
Researchers have sought models for traffic
behavior since 1898 [FUCH70], but the types of
traffic to be modeled have been in flux since model
verification began. Most recently, the proliferation
of data communications networks has added a new
twist to the search for valid traffic models. Yet,
relatively little work has been done in the area of
actual traffic measurement and model verification
for data traffic. Pawlita [PAWL88] presents a
summary of the past two decades of data
-measurements in which he discusses
approximately fifty papers. Tt-,e general trend in the
results, he reports, is that all of the measurements
have high coefficients of variation, characteristic of
bursty arrival processes. Of the papers discussed,
very few report actual interarrival data.
In the 70's Fuchs and Jackson reported
measurements taken from multiaccess computer

They conclude that the
systems [FUCH70).
exponential distribution is a good model for their
data (Le. coefficient of variation of one). But many
other researchers since have reported
measurements for interarrivals which do not
conform to the exponential assumption [HEIM90,
LELA90, MARS85, PAWL81, RAHK88, SHOC80).
Measurements have also been reported which
appear to conform to lognormal [MARS85],
hyperexponential [RAHK88, COFF66) and other
types of distributions. The most comprehensive set
of published measurement data appears in
[SHOC80). This set is also taken at a relatively
high transmission rate among the available
publications, 2.94 Mbps. Although no functional
evaluation of the interarrival distribution is reported,
a graph is given. These data appear to agree well
with the current experiment.
3 0 Discussion of the Current Experiment
We know from the literature and from experience
that traffic on data networks is not smooth and does
not follow a Poisson arrival process. As data
networks increase in speed and complexity,
conventional traffic modeling techniques begin to
fail. Where the Poisson process used to provide an
adequate approximation for analysis and design,
we must now seek for more sophisticated models.
For the Poisson assumption fails to model traffic
bursts, which can lead to underestimation of
instantaneous utilizations. This may not have been
a problem when the overflow of a buffer meant the
loss of very little information. But as networking
speeds increase toward the gigabit range, the loss
of even a microsecond of information implies the
loss of more than 1000 bits. The traditional
Poisson arrival model must be replaced with more
accurate models for bursty traffic.
In our search for an appropriate model, we are
looking for not only accuracy, but mathematical
tractability as well-- this being one of the main
attractions of the Poisson model. In order to
propose a valid model for data transmission, an
experiment has begun to measure the
characteristics of the data on a working network.
The following sections of this paper will describe
the procedures used for the experiment and the
network on which it has been performed.
. 3 1 The CoNCert NetWOrK

The wide area network used for data collection in
this experiment is the CoNCert network. This ·
network covers a great portion of the state of North
Carolina and is a subnet of the DARPA Internet.
Figure 1 shows a geographical map of the CoNCert
network.
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3 1 1 Network Description
Many different academic and industrial locations
are connected by assorted microwave and groundbased links including North Carolina State
University (NCSU), the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, Wilmington, Charlotte, and
Asheville, Duke University, Glaxo, the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the Research
Triangle Institute, Bowm~n Gray School. of
Medicine the North Carolina SupercomputlOg
Center the Center for Communications at the
Microeiectronics Center of North Carolina, and
others. At this writing, over 3000 hosts are
registered as a part of the CoNCert network.
The devices on the network are of various types.
They range from Apple computers to VAX
worKstations to a CRAY-YMP supercomputer.
Included in the makeup of the network are various
terminal servers, bridges, routers and gateways.
Speeds vary from 10 Mbps for intralocation traffic to
25 and 45 Mbps for interlocation trunks.
Various applications comprise the traffic seen on
the network on a daily basis. The traffic includes
remote login traffic, assorted mail applications, file
transfer protocol traffic, video file transfer and other
file transfer applications including medical imaging
applications. Traffic to and from the supercomputer
includes CAD/CAM and "real time" imaging
applications.

passed over this segment. Short term utilizations
have been reported to be as high as 80%.
Location B is close to the gateway to the rest of the
CoNCert network, but still sees a large amount of
local traffic. In addition, location B sees all of the
Internet traffic.
.
Another sampling location was chosen at the
logical gateway to the UNC-C campus. Utilizations
at this campus are much lower, so an interesting
contrast with the NCSU data was expected. Many
of the same types of applications run on both
campuses, but the UNC-C campus network is less
busy.
Finally, sampling was also done at the gateway to
the CRAY-YMP supercomputer at the
Microelectronics Center of North Carolina's
(MCNC) Supercomputing Center from the CoNCert
network. Traffic sampled here includes all of the
supercomputer traffic generated throughout the
Internet.
3 2 Experimental Procedures
Following is a description of the procedures used to
conduct the experiment.
3 2 1 Busy Hour Measurements
Figure 2 is a typical example of a busy hour graph.
All of the measurements showed expected
behavior, very much like that reported in [SHOC80).
Activity was greatest in the afternoon hours
Many of the
between two and four p. m.
measurements also displayed a peak at 11 p. m.
This activity is estimated to represent the remote
backup of a computer system. On the basis of
these measurements, we concluded that between
the hours of two and four p. m. would be the best
HOURL Y TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS,
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3 1.2 Sampling Locations
To analyze the ' behavior of traffic across the
network, f0ur specific sampling locati.ons were
selected:
two on the North Caroll~a ~tate
University (NCSU) campus, one at the UOIverslty of
North Carolina-Charlotte (UNC-C) campus and one
at the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina.
Location A on the NCSU ' campus is within the
Electrical and Computer Engineering building
(Daniels) on a very busy Ethernet segment. The
traffic found on this segment is among the most
varied on the entire network. Image processing
work, in addition to remote login, mail, ftp, etc., is
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time to take fine measurements.
3 2.2 Sampling Accuracy
To establish a reference from which to worK,
conventional samplinQ theory was used to
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calculate the number of samples required for a
desired accuracy. This estimate of the accuracy of
the sampling process is expected to be an iterative
process. A Gaussian approximation was used as a
first estimate.
Interarrival times were sampled continuously
(avoiding some rather nasty consequences
associated with partial samplinQ rOESC73]) for
three different locations in the CoNCert network
using a promiscuous mode read on the Ethernet.
As a result of this collection technique, no
processing is done at source or destination, and no
communications bandwidth is used to collect the
statistics. One location is considered to be very
heavily loaded (NCSU) and another relatively
lightly loaded (UNC-C). After the measurements
were taken, the mean interarrival time was
estimated from the data. Then calculations were
performed to estimate the accuracy of this estimate
of the mean for each location separately. We
concluded that, with 95% confidence, the number
of samples guaranteed that the estimate was within
4% of the actual mean. This was deemed to be
sufficient.

distribution deviated significantly from the
exponential distribution. Note that the shapes of
the distributions are markedly similar. They are
also similar to the distribution 'reported by Shoch
and Hupp for a 2.94 Mbps Ethernet in 1980
[SHOC80}.
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The data were sampled using an Excelan EX5000
Series LANalyzer. The LANalyzer collects and
time stamps al/ packets on the network segment to
which it is attached. Time stamp, packet length,
and packet contents are recorded. The collection
process is accomplished separately from the host
machine's CPU
to ensure accuracy under
sustained high traffic or bursty conditions. Several
sample data sets of all packets were taken over the
course of several days encompassing a total of
over 20,000 packets.
Packet interarrival
distributions, length distributions and overhead
constituencies were then ca'lcu'lated. The results
are presented in detail in the next section.
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4 0 Summary of Current Results

0.2

In this section we present the current results of our
We have calculated
data collection effort.
interarrival distributions for NCSU, MCNC (the
supercomputer), and UNC-C together with their first
and second order statistics and an overall packet
length distribution.
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Figures 3,4 and 5 are graphs of the sampled
interarrival distributions for NCSU, UNC-C and
MCNC superimposed on an exponential
distribution of the same mean for each Qraph. (The
exponential distribution describes interarrivals for a
Poisson arrival process.) Interarrival times ar
accumulated over a 1 ms interval (Le. arrivals
between 0 and 1 ms after the previous arrival are
Each measured
grouped in the 0 ms bin).
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The calculated coefficients of variation for the
experimental distributions are 1.54, 1.52 and 1.69
respectively. These are characteristic of a bursty
arrival process. The coefficient of variation for a
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Poisson arrival process is 1 and for a constant
arrival process is O.
Figure 6 shows the interarrival distribution for the
NCSU campus superimposed on a two stage semiMarkov distribution of the same first three moments.
The tails of the distributions match extremely well,
as do the beginning portions. The slight mismatch
near the mean could possibly be reduced by
increasing the order of the semi-Markov model.

Lag

NCSU

UNCC

MCNC

5% Level

1
2
3
4
5

-0.05
0.05
-0.02
0.06
0.003

-0.17
0.17
-0.04
0.13
0.05

-0.20
-0.15
0.20
0.01
-0.005

NCSU = 0.07
UNC-C = 0.06
MCNC = 0.04
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The semi-Markov or the Markov Modulated Poisson
process is thought to be a good model for the
.measured data. This process can be used to
'represent either uncorrelated data or correlated
data, as required.
4 2 Data Serial Correlation
As a part of the characterization of the interarrival
data for all three locations with measured
interarrival distribution, serial correlation
coefficients were calculated. The coefficients were
calculated using an algorithm to make the resultant
estimates of the true coefficients of variation
asymptotically unbiased. The coefficients were
then used to test for independence of interarrival
times based on a test for renewal processes
described in [COX66]. This test is described by
Cox and Lewis to be "the asymptotically most
powerful test for a renewal process." The test was
performed at the 5% significance level.

and MCNC are plotted in figures 7 and 8,
respectively. The distributions are clearly bimodal
with peaks at the minimum and maximum packet
sizes for a 10 Mbps Ethernet. This is highly
consistent with the packet length distribution
published by Shoch and Hupp [SHOC80] and
Kleinrock [KLEI75]. The short spikes in between
the two major spikes represent a variety of short
messages, packets from different application
protocols, etc. The spike at the minimum packet
size represents the large control packet
constituency of the sampled packets. About 50% of
all of the packets sampled were various types of
control messages including acknowledgements,
etc.
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The results of the estimation of the serial correlation
coefficients for the three data sets are presented in
table 1, together with the 5% significance level for
the above described test. According to this test,
using the first coefficient only (as described in Cox
and Lewis), the NCSU data might be considered to

be representative of a renewal process, but the
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other two sets display clear indications of
correlation out to at least a lag of three.
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4 3 Packet Length Distribution

Calculated packet length distributions for NCSU
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4 4 Utilization
The link at NCSU has been reported to have very
,high short-term utilizations, as high as 80%. During
the time that measurements were collected during
this effort, average utilizations varied from 0.34% to
0.69%. Shorter term utilizations were recorded at
1,28% over 1 ms, with instantaneous utilizations up
to 30%. Utilizations at the other two locations were
very small, but at the gateway to the
supercomputer, instantaneous utilizations could be
very high.
5 0 Conclusions
The need for good models for traffic on high speed
networks has been noted by many researchers.
This experiment is designed to conduct the most
comprehensive and thorough study of the traffic on
a working network that has yet been published to
date. With the new traffic models established by
this work, design and analysis of high speed
heterogeneous networks should be more accurate
and reliable operation assured.
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